As in past years, this Survey reviews the completed, pending, and proposed transnational commercial law projects of particular interest to practitioners in the United States. The principal focus is on the work product of four international lawmaking bodies in which the United States participates: the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL); the International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT); the Organization of American States (OAS); and the Hague Conference on Private International Law. Reference to the work of non-governmental bodies is made where relevant.

The principal legacy of 1997 was the adoption of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency. In addition, work continued on secured transactions projects reported in previous annual surveys, and growing interest in electronic commerce encouraged further attempts to explore such issues as the law governing electronic signatures. No major new initiative was undertaken. There were, however, significant changes in the personnel that have run the relevant international and domestic institutions for the past several decades. Fortunately, one threatened change—a consequence of the United States' nonpayment of its dues to the United Nations (U.N.)—was avoided when the United States was re-elected by a relatively slim majority to UNCITRAL.
UNCITRAL adopted the Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency at its annual meeting in May 1997. UNCITRAL's working group on cross-border insolvency (Cross-Border Working Group) acted with remarkable speed, especially in light of a topic which has defied other international attempts to unify or harmonize insolvency law. The Cross-Border Working Group was assisted in this attempt by the active cooperation of INSOL, an association of insolvency experts, and Committee J of the International Bar Association. As a consequence, these bodies jointly sponsored several colloquia which brought judges and practitioners together to discuss not only the barriers to procedural cooperation but also the details of proposed solutions.

The fact that an agreement could be reached, and reached so promptly, is due in part to the modest coverage of the Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency. It applies to situations in which: (i) assistance is sought in the enacting State by a foreign court or a foreign representative in connection with a foreign proceeding; (ii) assistance is sought in a foreign State in connection with an insolvency proceeding in the enacting State; (iii) a foreign proceeding and a domestic insolvency proceeding in respect of the same debtor are taking place concurrently; and (iv) creditors or other interested persons in a foreign State have an interest in requesting the commencement of, or participating in, an insolvency proceeding in the enacting State.

The Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency thus deals principally with procedural matters, not substantive issues which tend to reflect strongly-held national values. It stresses judicial cooperation by removing legal barriers in transnational insolvency cases without creating new institutions. Recognition of foreign proceedings is facilitated. Foreign insolvency ad-
Administrators or trustees are authorized to take steps to preserve or collect the assets in the enacting State.9

The Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency does, however, enact several substantive principles. First, an enacting State must agree to give national treatment to foreign creditors.10 Second, the law provides that, unless otherwise directed by an insolvency court, individual notice must be given to foreign debtors, even if domestic creditors are given general notice by publication or the like.11 Third, distributions to a creditor in an insolvency proceeding in an enacting State must take into account distributions to the same creditor in foreign proceedings (the "hotchpot" principle).12

Unlike other international conventions or model laws in recent years, the United States is likely to enact the UNCITRAL text promptly. The National Bankruptcy Review Commission of the United States13 unanimously recommended that the United States incorporate the text into the U.S. Bankruptcy Code (Code).14 In April 1998, Senator Charles Grassley introduced a bill to amend the Code which includes the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency as a new Chapter 6.15

WORKS-IN-PROGRESS

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

After adopting the Model Law on Electronic Commerce16 in 1996, UNCITRAL requested one of its three working groups (Electronic Commerce Working Group) to recommend what additional work, if any, would be useful at that time.17 The Electronic Commerce Working Group met in February 1997 and recommended that UNCITRAL work on harmonizing the laws on digital signatures and certification authorities.18 At its annual meeting in May 1997, UNCITRAL concurred with this recommendation and charged the Electronic Commerce Working Group with
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preparing uniform rules. By the end of 1997, UNCITRAL's Secretariat had completed a draft. The draft distinguishes between secure electronic signatures, digital signatures, and other electronic signatures. It also provides rules for certification authorities and recognition of "foreign" electronic signatures. The group gave a first reading to the draft at a meeting in January 1998 and will continue its work at a meeting to be scheduled during the summer of 1998.

At the January 1998 meeting, the Electronic Commerce Working Group also acted on a proposal with respect to "incorporation by reference" in a data message. Its adoptions included language stating that "information shall not be denied legal effect solely on the grounds that it is incorporated by reference in a data message." This language parallels the approach taken in the 1996 Electronic Commerce Model Law and, indeed, the Electronic Commerce Working Group recommended that UNCITRAL consider inserting the text into the Electronic Commerce Model Law as Article 5 bis. The United States delegation present at the January 1998 meeting went even further, proposing that the Model Law on Electronic Commerce be restated as a multilateral convention.

SECURITY INTERESTS IN MOBILE EQUIPMENT

At a meeting in November 1997, the UNIDROIT study group (Study Group) completed its work on a proposed convention on international interests in mobile equipment. Resolving several outstanding issues and approving a draft text (Preliminary Draft), the Study Group subsequently reported to the UNIDROIT Governing Council, at its meeting in Feb-
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ruary 1998.\textsuperscript{30} If UNIDROIT's normal procedures are followed, upon approval by the Governing Council, the draft will be submitted to at least one meeting of governmental experts.\textsuperscript{31} The draft, if any, which emerges from the experts will be submitted to a diplomatic conference.\textsuperscript{32}

One of the fundamental issues resolved by the Study Group was the relation of the draft convention to industry-specific protocols. In conjunction with the meetings of the full group, representatives of the aviation industry (including representatives from Boeing and Aérospatiale) met to draft a protocol that would tailor the basic concepts in the convention to the needs of their industry.\textsuperscript{33} Other industries, such as the satellite industry, will also be invited to negotiate similar protocols.\textsuperscript{34} The Study Group concluded that the convention would enter into force for a particular industry only when a protocol also was agreed upon.\textsuperscript{35} Moreover, for a particular industry, the combined convention and protocol would bind only those Parties that had become Contracting States to both instruments.\textsuperscript{36}

The draft convention covers security agreements,\textsuperscript{37} title-retention transactions,\textsuperscript{38} and leases of high-value mobile equipment.\textsuperscript{39} These international interests are distinct from any similar interest created under national law. Default remedies are provided, including self-help repossession and disposition without judicial intervention.\textsuperscript{40} Although the creditor must act in a commercially reasonable manner, any action taken in accordance with the contract with the debtor will be deemed commercially reasonable unless that agreement is manifestly unreasonable.\textsuperscript{41} The draft convention also determines priority of these international interests vis-à-vis third parties, including other creditors and the debtor’s representative in insolvency proceedings. As with Article 9 security interests, filing in a register is the key to priority.\textsuperscript{42} The draft convention also governs the assignment of these international interests.\textsuperscript{43}

\textbf{RECEIVABLES FINANCING}

Work continues on uniform rules for receivables financing. The UN-CITRAL working group charged with preparing the rules (Receivables
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Financing Working Group) met once in 1997, once in early 1998, and is scheduled to meet again in October 1998. The present plan is to submit a finished text to UNCITRAL at its 2000 annual session. The draft's objective is to expand the ability of lower-cost credit in international commerce and finance.

The latest draft of the uniform rules covers all assignments of international receivables. After much debate, it was tentatively agreed that the draft convention would apply if the assignor's place of business is in a State that is a party to the convention, subject to protection of the account debtor. The draft also provides that the place of business of a legal entity will be the locale of its "registered office," but the Receivables Financing Working Group has yet to debate this provision. The draft rules cover the form and consequences of an assignment as between the assignor and the assignee, and also sub-assignees. In the absence of a consensus on registration of a public notice in order to determine priority among claimants to a receivable, the draft rules provide that the priority rules of the place of the assignor will govern. Although the details are still sketchy, States that wish to adopt registration have the option under the present draft of doing so in a uniform manner. The draft also includes applicable law provisions that would supplement the uniform substantive rules. As presently drafted, these applicable law rules would apply even when the uniform rules would not govern because the assignor was not located in a State that was party to the convention.

PRIVATELY-FINANCED INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

In 1996, UNCITRAL charged its secretariat with the preparation of a legislative guide on build-operate-transfer and related forms of project finance. At its 1997 annual session, UNCITRAL agreed to devote a major portion of the 1998 annual session to an in-depth discussion of
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those chapters of the guide prepared by the secretariat.\textsuperscript{55} The secretariat, among other options, has suggested that UNCITRAL may wish to consider drafting sample legislative provisions on distinct aspects of project finance.\textsuperscript{56}

**FUTURE WORK**

**PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS**

The Principles of International Commercial Contracts (Principles)\textsuperscript{57} have been a great success. Since their adoption by the UNIDROIT Governing Council in 1994, the Principles have been looked to by arbitrators and legislators from the United States to Eritrea. This has encouraged UNIDROIT to undertake an expansion of the text to cover assignments, third-party rights, and agency.\textsuperscript{58} Following formal approval of this proposal by the Governing Council, the Working Group for the preparation of a Second Enlarged Edition of the UNIDROIT Principles met for the first time in March 1998, to begin work on these additional topics.\textsuperscript{59}

**ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES: CIDIP-VI**

In last year's annual survey, it was reported that in 1996, the General Assembly of the Organization of American States (OAS) approved the convening of a sixth specialized conference (CIDIP-VI) on private international law and that harmonization of personal property secured transactions law was among the suggested topics.\textsuperscript{60} In 1997, the OAS consulted with member States about the selection of topics. The United States recommended three topics: security interests for commercial transactions, standardization of trade and transportation documentation, and cross-border insolvency.\textsuperscript{61} In light of recommendations from other governments,
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the OAS General Assembly decided in June 1998 that the next specialized conference would take up three topics, including standardization of transportation documentation and the law governing secured loan agreements.62

OTHER DEVELOPMENTS

STANDBY LETTERS OF CREDIT

In previous annual surveys, mention has been made of International Standby Practices (ISP) prepared by a steering committee under the auspices of the Institute of International Banking Law and Practice (Institute).63 The Institute has now published the final text, entitled "ISP98," that will come into force January 1, 1999.64 The general approach of ISP98 follows that of the more familiar Uniform Customs and Practice for Commercial Credits prepared and published by the International Chamber of Commerce. Parties may make the rules applicable by a term incorporating the rules by reference, using language such as "[t]his undertaking is issued subject to the International Standby Practices 1998," "ISP98 applies," or "[t]his is an ISP98 standby."65 As a purported restatement of generally-accepted international usage, the rules also may be enforceable as usage of trade. Although initially hostile to this project, the International Chamber of Commerce is now supportive.66 A commentary, containing Official Comments, will be published by the Institute.67

MARITIME BILLS OF LADING

As reported in last year's survey, the Maritime Law Association of the United States (MLA) has proposed a redraft of the federal Carriage of Goods by Sea Act that would incorporate most of the Pomerene Act regulating federal bills of lading.68 The text of the MLA proposal has been redrafted to conform with the style used in Congress. Members of the leadership of the MLA have found sponsors in the Senate for the Bill, and
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a hearing was scheduled before the House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Subcommittee on April 21, 1998.69

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

PERSONNEL

The secretariats of the international law-making bodies covered by this Survey are very small and hard-working. Changes in personnel can consequently have a significant impact on the work of a particular body. In 1997, Malcolm Evans, the Secretary-General of UNIDROIT, died of cancer after twenty-four years with the Institute. Three of the four legal experts at the Hague Conference on Private International Law also retired in 1997, including Adair Dyer, who returned to Texas as a practitioner after more than two decades in The Hague. New appointments have been made, but Adair Dyer has not been replaced by an American.

SECRETARY OF STATE'S ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The United States usually participates in the governmental law-making bodies through its Department of State.70 Within the department, the Legal Adviser's Office is charged with preparing the U.S. position at meetings of these bodies. Within the Legal Adviser's Office, there is an office dedicated to private international law matters, including, of course, not only transnational commercial law matters but also all other private law matters such as personal status, family law, and procedural law. For two decades, this office has never had more than two officers, and continuity was maintained by Peter H. Pfund, the deputy legal adviser for private international law. In October 1997, Mr. Pfund retired, although he continues as a special consultant to complete work on a draft convention for the enforcement of judgments. He has been replaced by Jeffrey Kovar, a transfer from another office within the Legal Adviser's Office. Harold Burman continues as Executive Director of the Secretary of State's Advisory Committee on Private International Law.

In November 1997, Mr. Burman convened the Secretary of State's Advisory Committee to review developments since the previous meeting in March 1996.71 Numerous study groups of the Advisory Committee met during the year, especially the study group on electronic commerce. Notice of these meetings is published in the Federal Register, and the public is invited

70. For a description of the organization of the private international law work of the Department of State, see Winship, supra note 2, at 187-89.
to attend. Information about both these meetings and the distributed documents may be obtained from the State Department.

AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE

In 1997, the American Law Institute (ALI) announced that it would undertake several international projects. A transnational insolvency project has already published "international statements" of the bankruptcy law in Canada, Mexico, and the United States. On the basis of a proposal and outline made by Professor Neil Cohen, the ALI plans to take up a secured transactions project, which is still in formulation but would explore legal mechanisms to support transnational commerce and finance.

IMPLEMENTATION

The United States did not become a party to any of the growing number of international conventions in the field of private transnational commerce during 1997. On December 11, 1997, however, the United States did sign the U.N. Convention on Independent Guarantees and Stand-by Letters of Credit, subject to ratification. The UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce continues to be of interest to the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and individual states who propose to act before the Uniform Law Commissioners approve a uniform law. The Department of State also has suggested that the 1988 UNIDROIT Convention on International Financial Leasing may be sent to the Senate for its advice and consent in 1999.
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